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Pieces In Place

Bob Robotti of Robotti & Co. is no stranger to investment cases that come together long after most investors have
lost patience. Here’s why his patience remains fully intact with Norwegian shipping firm Stolt-Nielsen.
In a long value-investing career, Robotti & Co.’s Bob Robotti [VII, August
31, 2011] has become oh-too familiar
with delayed gratification. “We look for
companies where the business is cyclically depressed but we believe the normalized earnings power is much higher,” he
says. “Coming out of that difficult period
often takes longer than one would hope,
so there’s a reasonable chance of disappointment in the first year or two.”
A classic case in Robotti’s portfolio today is Norway’s Stolt-Nielsen. The company’s core business is operating some
150 leased tankers to transport specialty,
organic and inorganic chemicals, from
adhesives to acids. Like most shipping
businesses, the chemicals segment today
is plagued by overcapacity, desperate
competitors and weak global pricing.
While Stolt stands out for its high-end
fleet and ability to lock customers into
longer-term leases, its tanker business
“hasn’t had good returns in well over ten
years,” says Robotti. That’s taken a toll
on its volatile share price, which at $17
(translated from Norwegian kroner) remains 40% below its price five years ago.
While the gratification of this business
turning has been delayed, Robotti says it
should not be denied. He argues that the
specialization in the business – ships can
have 40-50 compartments and often require unique climate-control, piping and
containment infrastructure – protects
against the worst ravages of competition.
He also sees upside from further consolidation, as competitors such as Jo Tankers,
Tokyo Marine and Eitzen Chemical pull
back from or exit key routes. All of that
bodes well for a market leader like Stolt,
he says, especially as the “spreading out”
of the world economy and a resurgence
of the U.S. chemicals industry translates
into long-term increases in the volume of
chemicals being moved globally.
Bolstering Stolt’s earnings-power story is its diversification into both bulk-liquid chemicals terminals and intermodal

tank containers. The terminals business
earns 40%-plus operating margins and
is expanding rapidly in Asia. The container business earns 20%-plus returns
on assets and is the market leader, with
over 30% global share. As the volume of
chemicals moving around the world increases, says Robotti, both should continue to prosper.
The market remains unconvinced. The
shares today trade at less than 50% of
total revenues, 70% of book value, and
35% of the company’s own sum-of-theparts valuation. But Robotti’s patience

is intact. A turn in the tanker business
and continued ancillary-business growth
would result in “earnings power that is a
multiple of what the company has earned
in the past,” he says. As he waits for that
to translate into similar good news for the
share price, he’s confident the company’s
owner management will do right by shareholders and he’s collecting a 4.3% dividend yield. “Some might conclude this is
a value trap and move on,” says Robotti.
“But I’m as convinced as I’ve ever been
that the pieces are in place for this business to generate excellent returns.” VII

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT

Stolt-Nielsen
(Oslo: SNI:NO)

Business: Global provider of integrated
shipping, storage and distribution services
primarily to large manufacturers of specialty,
organic and inorganic chemicals.

Financials (TTM):
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THE BOTTOM LINE

The outlook for the company’s tanker-shipping business isn’t as bleak as the market expects, says Bob Robotti, who believes as it turns and two related business lines continue
to prosper that earnings power will be “a multiple of what the company has earned in
the past.” He expects shareholders with requisite patience to be comparably rewarded.
Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information

From the November 30, 2012 issue of Value Investor Insight, reprinted with permission of Value Investor Media, Inc. (www.valueinvestorinsight.com).
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THIS ARTICLE IS NOT A RESEARCH REPORT AND CONTAINS INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO MAKE AN INVESTMENT
DECISION REGARDING THE COMPANY DISCUSSED HEREIN. THE FIRM DOES NOT MAKE A MARKET IN THE ABOVE
SECURITY. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR ROBOTTI & COMPANY LLC REPRESENTATIVE FOR COPIES OF THE MOST RECENT
RESEARCH REPORTS ON THIS COMPANY.
Opinions expressed herein constitute our judgment at the date of the article and are subject to change, and Robotti & Company, LLC does
not undertake to update or supplement this publication or any of the information contained herein. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to the completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice.
As of November 30, 2012, Robotti & Company, LLC and its affiliates own more than 1% of the outstanding shares of Stolt-Nielsen Ltd.
(SNI.OL) common stock. In addition, Robotti & Company, LLC or one or more of its officers, directors, employees, affiliates or clients for
which it or an affiliate has discretion may now have (and from time to time have had or will have) a long or short position in the securities
mentioned and such information is available upon request.
No individual affiliated with Robotti & Company serves as a Director or Officer or Advisory Board Member of Stolt-Nielsen Ltd. Robotti
& Company has never received compensation from Stolt-Nielsen Ltd. for specific investment banking transactions relative to the company
nor does it intend to seek such compensation from the company.
In reaching a determination as to the appropriateness of any proposed transaction or strategy, clients should undertake a thorough independent review of the legal, regulatory, credit, accounting and economic consequences of such transaction in relation to their particular
circumstances and make their own independent decisions.
Neither Robotti & Company LLC nor any affiliate is providing investment advice through this material. This material does not take into
account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to particular clients. Past performance
is not indicative of future results, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Securities,
financial instruments, products or strategies mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors. Robotti & Company LLC does
not provide tax advice. Recipients should seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
Robotti & Company, LLC is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a broker-dealer and is a member of FINRA
(www.finra.org) and SIPC (www.SIPC.org).
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